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the helsinki dialect is one of the major variants of finnish. this dialect is spoken in the pohjois-savo region. this
dialect comes closest to both the finnish dialects spoken in the country and those in the entire karelian language

group. it is composed of many dialects, including -yt, -sov, -tl, and -hoo. the -yt dialect is spoken in the coastal
cities of tornio, kajaani, and in the suomi-sukoniemi region. the -sov dialect is spoken in the cities of arvossa,

korsnäs, and in the koivisto region. the -tl dialect is spoken in the cities of kiruna, inari, and pello. the -hoo dialect
is spoken in the kitee region in ida-viru. swedish is the second most widely spoken language in finland and is

considered the official language. the swedish population consists of finns and sami, both of whom have been living
in the country for a very long time. sami-speaking finns are concentrated along the border with russia. finnish

people are often called finns, or speak finnish as a second language, rather than speak swedish. it is widely spoken
in the cities of helsinki, jyväskylä, and tampere. the national museum of finland is also known as the national
gallery, and has 3,100 paintings, over 2,000 sculptures, and over 2,500 other art pieces in its collection. the

museum is located in the old town of helsinki. the gallery is open seven days a week. the soundtrack academy has
both solo and chamber singing classes for adults and children. workshops on the practical, theoretical and

performance related side of the scene are also offered at the academy. the courses may be scheduled according
to a preference and the environment, such as class size.
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